‘Why Learn?’
Coming to Montclair State
Jaye Guglielmi
News Editor

Throughout the course of an undergraduate’s college career, it often becomes difficult to determine the reason as to why one chooses to come to a university in the first place. Frequently a debatable topic of concern, the institute for the Humanities will be holding its third annual event entitled “Why Learn?” to discuss such a question.

What could be more important than debating the question “Why Learn?” for those who are still unsure of what he or she hopes to get out of the learning process is unfortunately something that most students often have no time to stop and consider.

“Why Learn?” continued on Page 3

Spring Week
Come to Campus

Montclair State students celebrate warmer weather on campus.

Students participate in physical fitness seminars and activities at the weekend's expos.

New Education Certificate Announced for Graduates

New Graduate Program offers unique certificate in Educational Assessment.

Deanna Rosa
Assistant News Editor

The Department of Educational Foundations in the College of Humanities and Human Services is now offering a four-course graduate certificate program in Educational Assessment. This program has been designed for current and aspiring educators, educational leaders and any individuals involved in educational assessment. The four informative courses provide applicable knowledge necessary for valid and critical assessment practices as well as skills which guarantee post-assessment informed instruction. Through their research, Dr. Helenrose Fives and Dr. Nicole Barnes discovered a major deficiency in the preparation of educators for proper classroom assessment practices. Prior to the initiation of the new program, the course requirements for teacher education included minimal instruction on assessment. Undergraduate Secondary Education majors are only required to take a one-credit module on classroom assessment and at the master’s level they are only required to take a single three-credit course on this increasingly-relevant topic. Dr. Fives stated, “Most teachers are offered limited preparation in educational assessment, yet are expected to enact high-level classroom assessments and use state and district level assessment data to inform their practice. Given the current political climate around assessment both in New Jersey and the United States as a whole, educators are inundated with assessment information and need help to find their way through this overwhelming amount of data. As a result of the chain of national changes in educational assessment, we have created a program for educators that can give them an opportunity to learn in a structured environment.”
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Greek Week: Annual Year-End Celebration

The Pelican, a fun-filled week of events that will be organized by the Greek community on campus, is quickly approaching. The week for the Greeks will begin on April 27 and end on May 1 with Relay for Life.

Emily Cordero, the advisor for the entire Greek community, has experienced several Greek weeks of her own as an alumna of Zeta Tau Alpha at hard-nosed University. This prepared her for planning this year’s Greek Week alongside the assistant director of Greek Life and activities, Tiffany Snash.

"Steak is a sophomore and sisters and the rest of the Greek community to get together and socialize but to also have that healthy competition," said Cor.

It’s essentially an end of the year hoohah - a great opportunity for the community to get together and socialize but to also have that healthy competition. It’s a privilege for Greeks to spend time with their brothers and sisters and the rest of the community.

Greeks to spend time together in warm weather.

The week was planned according to the dates for Greek Week as it’s a privilege for the Greek community and an accepted event throughout the year. The Greek community is under investigation.

The week was planned accordingly to finish off with one of the biggest Greek supported events, Relay for Life, which adds a finishing touch of philanthropic work at the end of an exciting week. Relay for Life is being accommodated for in the way we marked the dates for Greek Week, but is it such a heavily supported event that we decided to add the Greek community and an accreditation requirement for all events in Greek Life. For more information on the upcoming Greek Week, stay updated through Greek Life on Twitter, @GreekLifeMSU.

Missy Peters, the president of the Theta Xi fraternity on campus and Greek council president pro tempore, said, “I’m thoroughly excited to see our whole Greek community spend time together in warm weather.

The week was planned according to the dates for Greek Week as it’s a privilege for the Greek community and an accepted event throughout the year. The Greek community is under investigation.

The week was planned accordingly to finish off with one of the biggest Greek supported events, Relay for Life, which adds a finishing touch of philanthropic work at the end of an exciting week. Relay for Life is being accommodated for in the way we marked the dates for Greek Week, but is it such a heavily supported event that we decided to add the Greek community and an accreditation requirement for all events in Greek Life. For more information on the upcoming Greek Week, stay updated through Greek Life on Twitter, @GreekLifeMSU.

Monday, April 13
Schmitt Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Tuesday, April 14
Schmitt Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Wednesday, April 15
Schmitt Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Wednesday, April 15
Schmitt Hall: A student reported an incident of theft. This case is under investigation.

Thursday, April 16
Blanton Hall: Two students reported an incident of harassment from a non-student party. At this time, the reporting party declined to pursue charges.

Thursday, April 16
Sinatra Hall: A student reported an incident of harassment from another student. At this time, the reporting party declined to pursue charges.

Friday, April 17
University Hall: A student reported an incident of criminal sexual contact. At this time, the reporting party declined to pursue charges.

Friday, April 17
Lot 60: Student Jonathan David Perlman, 18, of Totowa, N.J. was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct. This case is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal court.

Saturday, April 18
The Village: A student reported an incident of criminal mischief. This case is under investigation.

Saturday, April 18
Sinatra Hall: Two students reported an incident of criminal mischief. This case is under investigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at 1-973-655-2477. All calls are strictly confidential.
“Why Learn”: Panel to Discuss

From page 1

In addition to having such a broad spectrum of viewpoints from the panelists, those in attendance could hope to learn philosophical insight into their own drives as well as paths of life; in other words, the reasons behind their choice of education and how it will influence their options in the future. More so than before, the idea of running a business and finding it's own marketplace, it's own identity even as it was laid into the spotlight and will assert themselves as a real value-based institution. They have shared a lot of information and their success in the average collegiate lifestyle. It’s an especially important topic of discussion in today's society since more people than ever are taking classes for retraining or feeling obligated to join their education and take it to higher levels,” said Larson. Larson.

“…success of similar events in the past, the Institute is driving a certain amount of attendees as well as in ingratiating discussions and waits eagerly in anticipation of the event. Both of the previous iterations of this event have sparked wonderful conversations that led to successes that we’ve seen in the past, said Larson. “Let's hope for the same level of success again this year.”

“Why Learn…” will be held on Monday, April 20 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in Brat Hall within Dixson Hall.

Continued from page 1

Lisa Professor, CHBS; Dr. Scott Kight, Associate Professor, Biologi- cal Sciences and CSAM; and Nicole Bryan, Clinical- specializ, Directo of C.S.R. Initiatives, Management, SBUS.

In response to the past success, the Institute has started a collaboration across campus and business within the SBUS in order to necessary to ensure a well-received presentation for the third year in a row.

“When you are dealing with students from such a large as Mont- clair State, the opportunities and members of the campus, irre- spective of their age or degree or any kind of di- verse group of students, it is important to go down for a conver- sation together like this,” said Larson.

Leah Weinberg, a senior anthropology major who created Woda Shoe Covers, a styl- istic and efficient. In the first tent of ten minutes of her form- ing, they described their most favorite musings about winter- driving released April 24 to share their products as part of their rea- ding and relaxing with other stu- dents and communities. Each pitch was based on an ongoing for a total of three times per week for their students. "I love that it's a way to promote their work and show off their idea. I think it would be important for a senior marketing major and her team is pitching an all-in-one winter solution for the snow and ice removal cove- rings that are a must-have for a few minutes of the event. "I'm committed to a transparent, honest process, but also in our lives as well as our work, said Weinberg. "Besides preparing in class for six hours a week, Land- er's team meets for at least three additional hours, research works in their spare time and works around Larson’s to analyze their competition. "I am excited to see where all our hard work will take us,” said Landers.

Jessica Weinberg, a senior business major, created Pic,Low, and during the last bingo night and Friday, Slime Time Live was held on the Student Center Quad at 10 a.m. on Thursday night, headbands will take place at 7 p.m. in the Student Center.
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Spring Week: MSU Celebrities

Continued from page 1

Back to school specials and more will take place at 1 p.m. at the Student Center Quad, where many students are high.

“The results for the events this year have been amazing, espe- cially with the new Hasbro swap meet, it has been re- ally great to see who has been coming to our events and the demographics of people that really show the diversity of our campus community,” said Lazano. "Other events [that SGA hosts] on campus and Homecoming, Winter Ball, an off-campus event, Winter Week a couple of 190's and Spring Ball.

Whether the rain is falling per- sonally or the sun’s shining, it is likely to reveal the Spring MSU has been waiting for, the events for Spring Week will continue. If students have questions, SGA members of the Student Center Annex down- stairs in the Commuter Lounge. By following @SGUSC on Twitter, students can find the latest updates and updates for further events of this end of the semester.

Pitches: SBUS Students Launch Ideas

Continued from page 1

Students who attended the Fit Expo had the opportunity to show off their business ideas, gain teaching and public-speaking experience and participate in exclusive classes. Fitness representatives Lia- wkiwinski graduated from Mont- clair State University with a Bachelor of Exercise Science degree in December 2014. She said, “The Institute is extremely excited that the seminars and lectures were well attended and that everyone at the event was re- ally happy with how it went. I think that shows that we know what we want to do with our lives. I know the students learned a lot about the industry and their futures while even- tually they may not have had direct access.”

The conferences hosted a wide-variety of events which gave students the opportunity to focus on how and how they want to be successful. Each talk, more than one, all learned professional skills that will change the way they approach the profession, said the panelists designed the con- ference to highlight the MSU students and make sure they help students reach their high- est potential and succeeded.

Students and the team meets for at least three times per week for their students. “I love that it’s a way to promote their work and show off their idea. I think it would be important for a senior marketing major and her team is pitching an all-in-one winter solution for the snow and ice removal cove-

For the nervousness,” said Za- habian. “I am excited to see where all our hard work will take us,” said Landers.

Landers. Because of a business, large as Mont- clair State, the opportunities and members of the campus, irre- spective of their age or degree or any kind of di- verse group of students, it is important to go down for a conver- sation together like this,” said Larson.

Leah Weinberg, a senior anthropology major who created Woda Shoe Covers, a styl- istic and efficient. In the first tent of ten minutes of her form- ing, they described their most favorite musings about winter-
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**Spring Styles**

Jessica Mahmoud

Staff Writer

Shirt: Brandy Melville
Shorts: thrifted
Belt: H&M
Tights: Forever 21
Boots: Doc Martens

Tights and shorts will forever be the epitome of any style. The look is versatile. Since it can still be a little chilly as we head into spring, thin tights are perfect. They come in so many different patterns and colors that are great to pair with fun crop tops and maybe a light cardigan. Finish the look with your favorite combat boots.

Top: Pacsun
Pants: Urban Outfitters
Shoes: Arizona Birkenstocks
Sunglasses: American Eagle

Fun, printed pants like these are often seen as bohemian for their flowy, goddess-like appearance. They are often high-waisted and paired with crop tops. They’re perfect for staying cool as the temperatures rise. If you pair them with a short sleeve top, try opting for a long, flowing cardigan to layer over to enhance the Bohemian style. Finish the look off with sandals and sunglasses.

Top, skirt and belt: Francesca’s
Shoes and hat: Target

Another style to try out is vintage. Try checking out your parents’ or grandparents’ old things or venture out to a thrift store for some one-of-a-kind pieces. These ones, like a hat and skirt, give a vintage look, especially with the belt added. Other ideas could be old heels, unique jackets and fun headbands.

Dress: Forever 21
Jacket: Mom’s
Sock: The Paper Store
Boots: DSW
Watch: Charmed Charlie
Bracelet: Alex and Ani
Backpack: Amazon

With the sun out and the temperatures rising, it’s becoming okay to skip the tights and just throw on a dress. Bright colors like this shade of orange are beautiful for this time of year. If it is a little chilly, instead of covering your legs in tights, opt for knee-high boots and a denim jacket. The boots will add even more style to your look and denim jackets are always trendy.

Dress: thrifted
Jacket: Forever 21
Sock: Sockdreams.com
Shoes: DSW
Sunglasses: Uniqlo

Every style can incorporate knee-high socks, but this look would probably be more indie than anything else. The socks and sandals are unique and definitely give the look originality. Opting for colored thigh-highs to match a fun dress is the perfect way to stay warm along with adding a fashionable touch. If needed, finish the look off with a light jacket.

T-Shirt: Wet Seal
Skirt and shoes: Goodwill
Jacket: Arizona Jeans

I would describe “classic” as fun pieces that were just meant to go together. While it’s not always as unique as the others, it’s definitely a look to try out once in a while. An example would be a patterned piece, like this floral skirt paired with more neutrals like a white top. Classic looks definitely make you look more put together while still looking fashionable and trendy as we head into the summer.
Spotlight: Jacqueline Mroz

Jacqueline Mroz is an adjunct professor here at Montclair State who is bringing real life experience from a successful journalism career into the classroom. She has worked with everything from newspaper to radio and is even planning on writing a book. Mroz is a prime example of why adjuncts and their experience are so valuable to students, especially as some of us prepare to go out into the “real world.”

Mroz always liked writing when she was in high school and she was a big reader, so when she was in high school Mroz always liked writing and she was a big reader, so when she was in high school she knew early on that she wanted to do something with writing.

She thought she wanted to work for magazines, but after writing for her college newspaper, she changed her mind. “I really liked it,” said Mroz. “I got the bug and went into newspaper writing.” She began her career in 1989, writing at a weekly paper in New Jersey and soon moved to Boston to work for a newspaper there.

About a year later, her story began to take some adventurous turns. After working in Boston, Mroz decided she wanted to live abroad. “I just quit my job, got a waitressing job, saved some money and moved to Argentina,” she said.

Like family, being from Argentina, made it possible for her to live with some family friends while working at an English newspaper down there. While in Argentina, Mroz was able to brush up on her Spanish as well as meet her husband. The couple then moved to London in 1992 when her husband was offered a job there. Mroz began working for the BBC World Service as a radio journalist. “Radio was fun,” she said. “It was interesting because it was so different.”

Today, Mroz is a freelance writer for the New York Times as well as New Jersey Monthly magazine. In addition, she teaches at MSU and recently got a book deal because of a great story she wrote for the Times that sparked a lot of interest.

The story is about an anonymous sperm donor who fathered 150 children and a mother who took her half-siblings on a cross-country road trip to meet as many of their half-siblings as possible. “I like writing about people and their stories,” said Mroz. “I just think people are so interesting.”

She especially enjoys writing about writers and has done profile stories on Mary Higgins Clark and Harlan Coben. “I just think it’s so interesting to figure out where they get their inspiration from,” she said. Although Mroz agrees that being a freelance writer poses a lot of challenges when it comes to getting stories published and staying on top of editors to get back to her, it also gives her a lot of freedom. This is essential to her since she has to balance her busy career while also raising her three sons.

Professor Mroz is an excellent role model for students who want to get into the field of journalism. At a time people are saying journalism is a dying field, she is a true inspiration, she teaches in the classroom, she has a successful career with what she teaches in the classroom, students can learn and better prepare themselves for what to expect from a career in journalism.

“Jacqueline is a true inspiration from,” she said. Although Mroz agrees that being a freelance writer poses a lot of challenges when it comes to getting stories published and staying on top of editors to get back to her, it also gives her a lot of freedom. This is essential to her since she has to balance her busy career while also raising her three sons.

Professor Mroz is an excellent role model for students who want to get into the field of journalism. At a time people are saying journalism is a dying field, she is a true inspiration. She teaches in the classroom, she has a successful career with what she teaches in the classroom, students can learn and better prepare themselves for what to expect from a career in journalism.

In America, the President reigns for four years, but Journalism governs forever.” – Oscar Wilde
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LOCK IN YOUR EARLY BIRD RATES AS LOW AS $714

SAVE $200 WITH ZERO DEPOSIT THROUGH 4/30

REFER A FRIEND TO SIGN A LEASE & YOU BOTH GET $50

APPLY TODAY FOR FALL 2015

GREAT LOCATION—WALK TO CLASS • PRIVATE BEDROOMS & BATHROOMS AVAILABLE • FULLY FURNISHED

UPDATED COMPUTER CENTER WITH ARCHITECTURAL PLOTTER • FITNESS CENTER • THEATER ROOM

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED (ELECTRICITY UP TO A MONTHLY CAP) • INDIVIDUAL LEASES • ROOMMATE MATCHING AVAILABLE

BRING IN NEWSPAPER AD FOR A TOUR & RECEIVE A $50 GIFT CARD

Rates, fees, deadline, renovations & utilities included are subject to change. See office for details.
There is finally an app that allows users to make quick and easy money. Developed in 2009, Shopkick is designed around advertising participating stores and their products and rewarding its users with free gift cards to stores with the app.

With more than 11 million users, Shopkick is the most used shopping app. Earning rewards is as easy as walking into any store partnered with Shopkick; partnered stores include Target, Macy’s, Best Buy, American Eagle, Aerie and Sports Authority, among others.

Each time a user walks into a participating store and her Shopkick app is open, she automatically earns “kicks,” the Shopkick term for points. As a user generates more kicks, the kicks add up towards redeeming a gift card of her choice. Gift cards are available from all participating stores.

Shopkick does not require users to connect their credit card to their account, which is a secure indication that this app is not a scam. While connecting a credit card is not required, there is an option to earn kicks for each dollar spent in participating stores.

At some stores, such as Walmart and Target, there is also an option to earn kicks by scanning featured items. Each week, the store chooses to advertise new products through Shopkick. All the Shopkick user has to do is find the promoted item, scan its bar code and answer a five-question survey.

To make an account, it is as easy as downloading the app to your smartphone or tablet and connecting it to your Facebook account. Once connected through Facebook, users are encouraged to connect with friends. Users earn 500 kicks for each friend they suggest the app to.

Earning money has never been so easy thanks to Shopkick. Kicks add up rather quickly for committed users and there is no limit to the amount of gift cards to redeem.
Tuesday, April 28th, 2015 at 2:00 pm
Student Center 419

Global Education Center Approved Study Abroad Program

Professor Kyle Cleveland from Temple University Japan will make a presentation on TUJ’s study abroad program and also be available to answer questions. Founded in 1982, TUJ is the oldest and largest foreign university in Japan. Tokyo is in many ways an ideal site for study abroad. The city has so much to offer, one could easily spend a lifetime exploring Tokyo and making friends. Temple University, Japan Campus, located in the heart of all of this activity, is uniquely situated to assist students who wish to take advantage of Tokyo’s rich array of resources, activities and tradition.

For more information contact the Study Abroad Coordinator
www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-abroad
Global Education Center
PLEASE JOIN US!

Guantanamo Diary Reading and Conversation

The first and only diary by a still-imprisoned Guantanamo Bay detainee, Mohamedou Ould Slahi

Panel Moderator: Leonard Lopate – WNYC
Readers include: Wallace Shawn, Joshua Ferris, Francine Prose, and Elissa Schappell

Sponsored by
School of Communication & Media and PEN American Center

7:30PM – 9:00PM

Limited Seating
Register by contacting 973.655.3601, by Thursday, April 23
high school is not a pleasant time. It was filled with terrible fashion choices, hateful comments from classmates and awkward moments of self-discovery. Although everyone believes their high school experience was worst than the next guy, it is the McGuffey High School students who have truly had the worst high school experience.

On April 15, McGuffey High School in Claysville, Pa., was a safe and supportive educational institution. The school’s Gay-Straight Alliance organized a “Day of Silence,” a day which brings much needed attention to the bullying and harassment that LGBTQ students face. National news media quickly took an interest in the events that occurred at the McGuffey High School for the obvious reason; it was repulsive. The school’s superintendent, Eric Kolat, said that the school “ensure[d] that all children can grow and learn in a safe, supportive environment free from discrimination.”

Yet, that is not what occurred on April 16 at McGuffey High School. Students at the high school did not feel like they could grow. They did not feel safe. They did not feel supported. Students were discriminated against. They were personally targeted for either supporting or being part of the LGBTQ community. The anti-gay day was a planned attack on the LGBTQ community and its supporters that should never have occurred.

Although students need to be able to share their ideas and beliefs with the rest of the student body, it should have never been done in this manner. The Day of Silence was a peaceful event and did not force itself onto people who did not agree with it. The event focused on promoting an understanding among students. The anti-gay day was forced onto students who did not wish to engage in an event where Bible verses were placed on people’s lockers. Also, students were harassed and bullied by the message of the event. This anti-gay day advocated an agenda of hate toward those who make up the LGBTQ community. Instead of encouraging the school to be a safe space for all, students were physically beaten due to their beliefs.

Students not only deserve to be in school where they feel they can grow and learn in a supportive environment without discrimination, but they must be in a school that provides such an environment. High school is a hard enough time for teens. They need to be in an atmosphere that lets them be who they are.
It is true that people accept disinformation and inaccurate information easily through the media's daily delivery of journalism, politics, etc.; major newspapers are amongst the most influential sources. They seek to make us feel inferior to others because we are not being informed adequately, thus making us feel inferior. They are the leaders and we are the followers.

The news is made up, and the public is made to believe that these stories are the truth. The public is not informed of the lies told each day by the media. The media is not trustworthy. It is misleading to people who want to believe that what they are hearing is accurate and true. The media is not to be trusted because it is not accurate and does not represent the truth.

The news is made up, and the public is made to believe that these stories are the truth. The public is not informed of the lies told each day by the media. The media is not trustworthy. It is misleading to people who want to believe that what they are hearing is accurate and true. The media is not to be trusted because it is not accurate and does not represent the truth.
WHERE SUMMER IS YOUR CHANCE TO ADVANCE

REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER SESSIONS

- May, June, July, and August sessions
- More than 800 courses
- On campus and online
- Undergraduate and graduate

View the course schedule online

Montclair State University
montclair.edu/summer
Since 2008, Marvel Studios has shown time and again that putting money on a risky project can deliver in spades. With films like Iron Man, Thor and Captain America: The First Avenger, Marvel Studios showed that B-level superheroes could produce critically and commercially successful movies as long as the movies had a sense of fun and loyalty to their source material. With The Avengers, many people doubted that a multi-superhero crossover movie would be a success, with some even feeling it would be downright catastrophic for all involved. However, it went on to become one of the most critically acclaimed films of 2012, as well as one of the highest-grossing movies of all time.

The final naysayers of Marvel Studios were silenced in 2014 when trailers of the Galaxy showed that a movie starring a talking raccoon and a walking tree could be even more successful than films from established blockbuster franchises.

As a result of previous successes, it provoked no surprise when it was announced in late 2013 that they had made a deal with Netflix to produce four television series for some of their lesser known superheroes: Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Iron Fist and Luke Cage.

The plan for these four television shows was to create a spin-off Netflix series called The Defenders, which would essentially be a TV version of The Avengers.

The first entry in the ambitious new project, Daredevil, was just released on Netflix last week. Daredevil is simply fantastic and is the latest home run for Marvel Studios.

The season focuses on Matt Murdock (Charlie Cox), a lawyer who was blinded as a child and later becomes a crime-fighting vigilante to help free New York from the corruption that has all but consumed it.

Lawyer by day, masked avenger by night, his allies stem from both of his identities, although most of them are unaware that Murdock is the man who is referred to as “The Devil From Hell’s Kitchen.”

As a lawyer, he is aided by his long-time friend and law partner Foggy Nelson (Elden Henson) and Karen Paige (Deborah Ann Woll), a young woman who joins the Murdock and Nelson’s law firm after they take up her case in the pilot episode.

When under the mask, Murdock finds help through a struggling nurse named Clair Temple (Rosal- lio Dawson) and an inves- tigative journalist for the New York Bulletin named Ben Urich (Vondie Curtis-Hall).

Certain episodes of the series provide us with flashbacks that show Mur- dock being raised by his foster father “Battle” Jack Murdock (John Patrick Hayden), his time as an or- phanage after his father was murdered by mobsters and his time being mentored by a mysterious martial artist named Nick (Scott Glenn) to attain the skills he needed to become a crime-fighter.

Yet, there is more than one origin story told in this season, as we also see the rise and evolution of tragic business- man William Fisk (Vincent D’Onofrio), a certain comic book fans know bet- ter by the name of Kingpin.

The struggles and development of Murdock and Fisk interweave throughout the season and by season’s end, the pieces are put in place that make the two bitter en- emies battling for the soul of Hell’s Kitchen.

Daredevil is the latest home run for Marvel’s latest Daring Feat, Marvel’s Latest Daring Feat

As a result, the narrative keep things from getting mundane and the show properly builds the overarching storyline of the season to a very tense and very satisfying conclusion.

The cast all across the board is uni- formly excellent, with the stand-outs being Cox and D’Onofrio. Nobody is hamming it up or chemistry: instead, all the actors bring real gravitas and pathos to their characters.

The direction is also stellar, managing to ground this super- hero in a manner that makes this feel more like a crime drama than it does a Marvel comic book adventure. All of the action sequences are clearly shot and coher- enently edited so that you can properly see all of the well-choreographed moments, especially one incredible hallway fight sequence that was done in one shot. There are also some very subtle nods to the Marvel uni- verse that will make the die-hard fans happy but not distract or confuse the casual viewer.

Simply put, Daredevil is impressive television on both a tech- nical and storytelling level that manages to blend drama and emotion with thrilling action. This is a great season of television that makes very few mis- steps along the way, but those missteps should be addressed.

One misstep is the fact that while the main villain of this sea- son is well fleshed-out, the remainder of the villains come off as pretty generic corpo- rate bad guys whom we do not really get much depth out of besides the basic desire for power. Also, there is a conflict that was intro- duced in the final leg of the season that seems interesting in concept, but was executed in a man- ner that makes the whole thing feel like it is being con- trolled for the sake of killing someone for the big finale.

Yet, the rest of the season is so fantasti- tic that any gripes with it are minor. Daredevil exceeds Marvel’s other TV efforts, Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. and Agent Carter, by a huge dis- tance, easily becoming the studio’s finest TV show to date.

This new show ultimately serves as a reminder of just how far Marvel Entertainment em- pire is expanding and with Avengers: Age Of Ultron hitting theaters in less than two weeks, it shows no signs of slowing down any time soon.

As long as they keep producing high quality entertainment like Daredevil, Marvel Studios will continue its success as the finest outlet for superhero entertain- ment in Hollywood right now.

Nicholas Da Silva
Staff Writer

**Marvel’s Latest Daring Feat**

## Daredevil: Marvel’s Latest Daring Feat Pays Off Spectacularly

---

**Netflix Review**

Cover art to Daredevil #66 by Greg Land.

---

**Final Verdict:** A-
’Hair’
Nudity and shock tactics
Victoria Rosas
Contributing Writer

‘Hair’ is an iconic musical that is still relevant today. The show is set in 1968, during the height of the Vietnam War, and it deals with themes of anti-war and social unrest. The cast members have to rehearse nude scenes, which can be challenging. The director hopes that the audiences will be shocked by the material.

The Department of Theatre and Dance is producing this show, and the cast and crew are putting in a lot of work to make it a success. The show will run for three nights, with a final performance on May 13. The cast members are dedicated and passionate about their roles.

Collective Man
MSU students play at Tiemey’s Tavern
Matt Monaco
Contributing Writer

Last Friday, several Montclair State students performed at Tiemey’s Tavern. The show was a benefit concert for America’s Grow-A-Row. The students played an impressive set, and the audience was engaged.

The band is a four-piece group consisting of Pat Vaughn, Sean Reo, Dan DeGroot, and Pat Degroot. They have been playing together for a few years now and have gained a following on campus.

Reo also talked about what he believes is a key part of the band’s success in songwriting: not taking criticism personally.

Student Artist Highlight: Filmmaker Stephen Bodossian

What is your biggest motivation?
My biggest motivation is making people laugh.

How has MSU fostered you as an artist?
I’ve had some of the best and most insightful teachers who have really helped me understand elements of writing and filmmaking that I had no clue about when I entered as a freshman.

Who are your biggest supporters?
Parents, my girlfriend Mary, friends, professors.

Who are your biggest inspirations?

What is your latest project?
I’m almost done editing my short film about a kid who suspects his mother used to be in the adult film industry.

Meet Stephen Bodossian, a Montclair State graduate who is an up-and-coming filmmaker. He recently completed his master’s degree in film and media art, and has been working on several projects since.

Roundtable Discussions
Written and Directed by Stephen Bodossian

What is your biggest motivation?
My biggest motivation is making people laugh.

How has MSU fostered you as an artist?
I’ve had some of the best and most insightful teachers who have really helped me understand elements of writing and filmmaking that I had no clue about when I entered as a freshman.

Who are your biggest supporters?
Parents, my girlfriend Mary, friends, professors.

Who are your biggest inspirations?

What is your latest project?
I’m almost done editing my short film about a kid who suspects his mother used to be in the adult film industry in the ’80s.
Peak Performances

John J. Cali School of Music

Spring Music Weekend!

Friday, April 24 @ 7:30 p.m.
MSU Wind Symphony and MSU Symphonic Band

*Our Thing*
Thomas McCauley, conductor

Saturday, April 25 @ 8:00 p.m.
MSU Singers and MSU Chorale

*From Darkness - Light*
Heather J. Buchanan, conductor

Sunday, April 26 @ 3:00 p.m.
MSU Jazz Ensemble

Jeffrey Kunkel, director

All Seats $15

No charge for undergraduates with valid MSU ID at Kasser Box Office

973-655-5112 | peakperfs.org

Alexander Kasser Theater
Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck

Photo provided by Montclair State University/Mike Peters
Despite their 2-1 loss to D.C. United on Nov. 8, the New York Red Bulls have advanced to the Eastern Conference Finals. Midfielder Péguy Luyindula netted the only Red Bulls’ goal. Luyindula, who scored once in the Red Bulls’ 2-0 win against D.C. United in the first leg of the conference semifinals, sent his side to the conference finals on a 3-2 goal aggregate.

Inside the six-yard box, Luyindula slotted a cross from captain Thierry Henry into the bottom right corner of United’s goal in the 57th minute. D.C. United’s first goal came late in the first half when midfielder Nick Deleon headed a cross from Taylor. Luyindula scored once in this season.

The Red Hawks stretched their winning streak to five as they rolled past York College 12-5 on April 21. The win pushed the team to the first win–lossing record they have seen this season. Among the team’s leading scorers were three sophomores. Ryan Long tallied three RBIs with Richard Burner and Ivan Olivera bringing in two runs. They face Rutgers-Camden on April 23 and 24 in Camden.

Two victories this week advanced the men’s lacrosse team to a 4-0 record in the Skyline Conference. The Red Hawks defeated both Farmingdale State and Maritime college, outscoring their opponents 37-14. The Red Hawks will host their last regular game of the season on April 25 at 3 p.m.

The men’s outdoor track and field team captured second place, with the women’s team taking third at the CTC Outdoor Track and Field Championships this weekend. Rasheed Amilcar took home first place in two events, including the 200 and 400 meter events. Amilcar joined with teammates Najee Rasul, Trayvonne Jones and James Cham to win the 4x400 relay.

The women’s lacrosse team suffered from its first conference loss of the season when they took on TCNJ this weekend. The Red Hawks were defeated by the #6 team in the country 13-7, but will still advance to the NJAC Semifinals, which will be played on April 29. This Saturday is Senior Day for the Red Hawks and will recognize four senior friends as they host Rutgers-Camden at 1 p.m.

WHO’S HOT THIS WEEK

Ceelea Graham
Women’s Outdoor Track and Field

Graham took home third place in the 400 hurdles at the CTC outdoor championships this weekend. She received conference honors by being named the NJAC Rookie of the Week.

Robert Kessler
Men’s Outdoor Track and Field

Kessler joined his teammate in conference recognition by being named the NJAC Track and Field Athlete of the Week. Kessler captured an individual first place win in the javelin.

CURRENT STATS
– 400 HURDLES: 1:04.38
– 4X100 TEAM EVENT: 49.65
– 4X400 TEAM EVENT: 3:57.47

CURRENT STATS
– JAVELIN: 54.29 METERS
– HAMMER THROW: 40.23
– TEAM EVENTS: 4X100, 4X400

UPCOMING EVENTS

Women’s Lacrosse
April 25 vs. Rutgers-Camden - 1 p.m.
April 29 @ TBA NJAC Semifinals

Men’s Lacrosse
April 25 vs. Mount St. Vincent - 3 p.m.
April 26 @ TBA Skyline Semifinals

Baseball
April 23/24 @ Rutgers-Camden - 3:30 p.m.
April 25 vs. TCNJ - 11:30 a.m.

Softball
April 25 @ Kean University
1 & 2:30 p.m.
Barclays Premier League

In a week that began with West Brom, Everton, Stoke City and Leicester coming away with three points and ended with Tottenham taking care of Newcastle United, it was the high-profile clash between Chelsea and Manchester United that took center stage. Both teams have played one less game than the majority of the league and if Chelsea were to take one point, let alone all of them, the title is as good as theirs. Manchester United is firmly holding on to the last Champions League Group Stage position. With Leicester’s win over eighth-place Swansea, they now find themselves just two points away from climbing out of the relegation zone. Manchester City kept pace in the top of the Spanish league standings with wins over Valencia (fourth), Malaga (seventh) and Deportivo (18th) respectively. Luckily for Valencia, who sit for Champions League Qualification position, Sevilla drew in their match against Granada (19th) and held a two point lead over the reigning European League Champions.

After Sevilla, there is a treacherous drop off as Villarreal holds the Europa League Qualification position, 11 points behind Sevilla. Their closest competitors are Malaga who are six points back. Deportivo’s loss, coupled with Almeria’s loss to Rayo Vallecano makes them tied for relegation.

Cordoba and Athletic Bilbao will kick off Round 30 on April 24 at 24:15 p.m. EST and end with Valencia taking on Granada on April 27 at 24:35 p.m. EST. The race for first will continue as Barcelona faces Espanyol on April 25 at 10 a.m. EST and Real Madrid faces Celta de Vigo at 3 p.m. EST on April 26.

Liga BBVA

Barcelona, Real Madrid and Atletico Madrid kept their pace in the top of the Spanish league standings with wins over Valencia (fourth), Malaga (seventh) and Deportivo (18th) respectively. Luckily for Valencia, who sit for Champions League Qualification position, Sevilla drew in their match against Granada (19th) and held a two point lead over the reigning European League Champions.

After Sevilla, there is a treacherous drop off as Villarreal holds the Europa League Qualification position, 11 points behind Sevilla. Their closest competitors are Malaga who are six points back. Deportivo’s loss, coupled with Almeria’s loss to Rayo Vallecano makes them tied for relegation.

Certain to continue to run the Italian competition with their 2-0 win over second place Lazio, Lazio and Atalanta are currently tied in points, with Lazio winning the tiebreaker and if the season ended today, the Champions League Group Stage position. Napoli won their game against potential relegation candidates Cagliari to separate themselves from fifth-place Sampdoria, who drew against another relegation candidate in Cesena. Napoli is currently three points ahead of Sampdoria and hold the Europa League Group Stage position while Sampdoria could enter into the competition in the Qualification rounds.

In 18th place, Genoa is still pushing to be clear of dropping down to Serie B, but find themselves in a seven point battle AC Milan and Udinese will kick off Round 32 on April 25 at noon EST. The weekend’s contests will culminate in a 2:45 p.m. EST clash on April 26 as Napoli and Sampdoria fight for 4th place. A Sampdoria win could pull them to a tie with Napoli and set up an exciting finish to see who could qualify for the European League Group Stage. Fiorentina, who will be facing Cagliari on April 26 at noon EST, could jump Samp­doria should they win and Sampdoria were to draw or lose.

UEFA Europa League

Defending Champions Sevilla (Spain) will battle 2-1 aggregate lead Zenit’s away goal in the first leg could prove to be crucial if the deciding fac­tor comes down to a tiebreaker. Sevilla’s title last season is the third in their history and is tied with Juventus (Italy), Inter (Ita­lia) and Liverpool (England) for the all-time lead.

Professional Standings

Fussball-Bundesliga

MLS

Eastern Conference Playoffs

New York Red Bulls - 11 points
2. D.C. United - 11 points
3. N.E. Revolution - 11 points
4. Columbus Crew - 8 points
5. Orlando City - 8 points
6. Chicago Fire - 6 points
7. Philadelphia Union - 6 points
8. New York City - 6 points
9. Toronto FC - 3 points
10. Montreal Impact - 2 points

Western Conference Playoffs

St. Louis Blues (5)
2. Minnesota Wild (2)
3. Nashville Predators (1)
4. Chicago Blackhawks (1)
5. Anaheim Ducks (3)
6. Winnipeg Jets (2)
7. Vancouver Canucks (2)
8. Calgary Flames (3)

NHL

Eastern Conference Playoffs

New York Rangers (2)
2. Pittsburgh Penguins (1)
3. New York Islanders (1)
4. Washington Capitals (2)
5. Montreal Canadiens (3)
6. Ottawa Senators (2)
7. Tampa Bay Lightning (1)
8. Detroit Red Wings (2)

NBA

Eastern Conference Playoffs

Brooklyn Nets (3)
2. Atlanta Hawks (5)
3. Toronto Raptors (4)
4. Chicago Bulls (2)
5. Milwaukee Bucks (5)
6. Cleveland Cavaliers (2)
7. Boston Celtics (2)

Western Conference Playoffs

Golden State Warriors (2)
2. New Orleans Pelicans (5)
3. Houston Rockets (2)
4. Dallas Mavericks (3)
5. San Antonio Spurs (4)
6. Los Angeles Clippers (1)
7. Portland Trail Blazers (1)
8. Memphis Grizzlies (1)
Global Business School

An Innovative Global Program that Will Prepare You for the World of International Business.

Kean University’s College of Business and Public Management is entering into a new and exciting phase of development with the creation of its Global Business School. Located in a new, state-of-the-art facility, this program will prepare students for careers in the new global economy and will emphasize a curriculum focused on:

**INNOVATION – CREATIVITY – ENTREPRENEURSHIP**

Qualified students will have the chance to engage in a global business practicum, leadership activities, networking and internships, plus interact with world-class faculty.

The global business program will:

- Prepare you for a career in international business
- Provide you with a global perspective and cultural interaction
- Develop your leadership skills in the global arena
- Enable you to assimilate and assess information from around the world

Vital elements of this new Global Business School include:

- Internship opportunities with international companies
- Easy access to the global business community in Manhattan
- Study at Kean’s campus in Wenzhou, China
- Faculty with global business experience
- New curriculum that prepares students for the global workforce
- Small classes
- Executive Fellows Program

Learn More >> globalbusiness.kean.edu

CONTACT the Kean Global Business School

globalbusiness@kean.edu
Once you extinguish the flames that are Tebow-mania and start to see what kind of a football player the man actually is, you realize that Tim Tebow was one of the top ever to play college football. He played in the NCAA. He won the Heisman trophy, had an offensive line that allowed him to win in Denver and won some playoff games so you want to deal with, but it does happen," said Schreck. "But it is never something players want to deal with, but it does happen," said Schreck. "But it is never something players

The qualities of passion and hard work are what the passing of jersey #24 represents. "It's a symbol of everything that coach Greco stood for and it is an offensive outburst. Sophomore outfielder Lauren Guillen went three for three, with eight hits and two walks while scoring two runs totaling three RBIs. Powers struck out four while allowing two hits and a walk. Zeller, Luke, Heisinger and sophomore outfielder Jenessa Mancini all had one hit.

The pitching record fell to 11-13 on the year. Guillen finished the game with two hits and a walk. Zeller, Luke, Heisinger and sophomore outfielder Jenessa Mancini all had one hit.
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